Quantum aspects of the Joule-Lenz law for the transmission of energy allowed us to calculate the time rate of energy transitions between the quantum states of the hydrogen atom in a fully nonprobabilistic way. The calculation has been extended to all transitions between p and s states having main quantum numbers not exceeding 6. An evident similarity between the intensity pattern obtained from the Joule-Lenz law and the corresponding quantum-mechanical transition probabilities has been shown.
Introduction
Since the very beginning of quantum theory the transition rate of energy connected with the occupation change of quantum states has been considered on a combined probabilistic-and-statistical footing [1] - [3] . Another formal probabilistic calculations of the rate of energy emitted in course of the electron transitions could be done on the basis of quantum mechanics; see e.g. [4] [5] . Experimentally a roughly precise measurement of the time of a single transition between two quantum levels seems to be hardly possible because of an extremely short interval of time expected to be associated with the transition phenomenon. In reality any experiment has its finite duration, so beyond of a short time of transition a whole electron population of transitions should be considered before the time of a single transition can be derived and estimated.
However, the problem could obtain a new approach if the quantum background coupled with the Joule--Lenz law of the energy emission is taken into account. In this case the quantum aspects of that law discovered recently [6] [7] allowed us to make a step towards an understanding of the radiation theory which is much different in its character than a search for transition probabilities between the quantum states.
In effect we can calculate the transition time of a single electron particle between two quantum states. Further connection of such time with the energy rate of radiation becomes a simple task. An auxiliary component of this theory is the fact that it can be compared with the quantum-mechanical calculations giving a rather satisfactory assessment for the new, i.e. non-probabilistic, results. This is so because the ratio of the intensities of two spectroscopic lines gives in fact the ratio of transition probabilities [8] . In emission spectra, the simplest conditions of excitation are those in which the excited states of the atoms are approximately in thermal equilibrium and the number of atoms in any given state is proportional to the Boltzmann factor. Usually in considering the ratio of intensities of two lines without specifying conditions, one practically assumes the temperature equilibrium at infinite temperature so that the Boltzmann factor is equal to unity. This assumption is realized especially well when the transitions originate from levels whose energies differ little from one another. Experimentally in flames and in certain parts of electric arcs the excitation corresponds approximately to thermal equilibrium, on the other hand in glow discharges the conditions of excitation are more complicated and it is not always possible to connect observed intensities with transition probabilities. However, if two lines have a common upper level their intensities will always be in the ratio of their transition probabilities [8] .
In the present calculations of the changes of quantum states only the energy and time are involved. Therefore there is no reference to the selection rules of transitions given by such parameters like, for example, the orbital angular momentum.
Time Intervals Considered instead of Transition Probabilities
A characteristic step of a later Bohr's approach to the atomic spectra was a poposal of the Fourier analysis of the displacement vector associated with the position change of the particle submitted to transition [9] . This analysis was expected to give the probabilities of transitions between quantum states. But in our opinion a much more practical step than the displacement analysis is to examine the balance of time necessary to perform a transition. In fact this balance can be represented with the aid of the transition energy, too, because the components entering the balance of time can be defined with aid of the components of the transition energy. A complementary relation between energy and time becomes here especially of use if we note that the energy intervals are much more easy to calculate than the intervals of time.
In effect, because any elementary interval of energy has its corresponding interval of time, these elementary time intervals can be added together into full intervals necessary to be considered in description of a given quantum process. In result the rate of the electron transitions between rather distant quantum levels could be calculated as a function of the elementary intervals of energy. In the present paper we do such time analysis and apply it in calculating the rate of electron transitions in the hydrogen atom. Before we do that, the elementary properties of both energy and time entering the transitions will be represented.
Elementary and Combined Transitions and Their Properties
Elementary transition is that between two neighbouring quantum levels, say 1 n + and n. Beginning with 1 n = we obtain 
t t t t t t t t t
Because a complementarity relation deduced from the Joule-Lenz law does exist between the elementary energy interval and transition time interval we have
Evidently the 1 2 3 , , , t t t  entering (2) with a minus sign are the beginning times of successive intervals, and
Intensities in the Hydrogen Atom
The emitted energy intensity of transition between a paricular pair of quantum states is sometimes called a component of the spectral line [11] . When expressed in energy units (ergs) per second the intensity of such line is The aim of the present paper is to join, as far as possible, the calculations of the emission rate of single transitions given by the present theory with the former theory of the line spectra, or obtained from experiment. Since it is difficult to make an absolute comparison between the theory, or theories, or experiment, the calculations are referred mainly to the relative intensities of the spectral lines.
In fact we shall demonstrate that the Bohr energies of electron transitions in the hydrogen atom applied in the present theory can give a rather satisfactory approximation for the ratios of the transition probabilities between the atomic states given by the quantum-mechanical theory. To this purpose the transitions from the atomic states 
are considered because all results of calculations can be compared with the quantum-mechanical data listed in [11] .
In examining the intensities due to the present framework we take into account the ratios 
and . n n
Both the numerator (labelled by α ) and denominator (labelled by β ) entering (13) are expressed in terms
A time ago Einstein has remarked that the time of transitions between deep-lying quantum states should be very small [12] . The present approach does confirm this view. For example the time between 2p and 1s is-because of the result obtained before [6] [7] that the transition time between two neighbouring quantum levels approaches approximately the time period of the lower lying quantum state-equal to 2π .
This is the time period of the first quantum state in the hydrogen atom [13] . In fact the Formula (3) gives 1 t ∆ rather close to 1 T :
For large quantum numbers n and m there is evident the formula [see (6)]: Evidently the values of n n t T ∆ ≈ increase rapidly with increase of n.
Quantum-Mechanical Counterpart of the Intensity Calculations
The Formulaes (8)- (9) indicate a reference between the coefficients squares 2 n a and 2 1 n a + to the intensity ratios between 1 n I + and n I in the sense that the ratio of the squares is equal to the ratio of intensities. This result has obtained its quantum-mechanical counterpart on the basis of the data collected in [11] .
In fact we find that there exists an evident correspondence between the ratios of the quantum-mechanical transition probabilities calculated with the aid of the present method. In Table 1 we present the formulae and intensity ratio (13) [or (13a)] obtained for each of the considered pair of transitions. In Table 2 the quantum-mechanical ratios of probabilities (33) calculated for each transition pair are compared with the ratios calculated in Table 1 . Table 3 provides us with the abbreviated expressions for the energy intervals applied in the computations of Table 1 .
In fact the ratio of two intensities obtained with the present theory referred to the corresponding ratio of the quantum-mechanical probabilities rather seldom exceeds number 2, although the ratios entering the calculations vary between the numbers being evidently smaller than unity [cases (61), (65), (86), (91)] to the numbers equal to several thousands [cases (13) and (14)].
The ratio equal to 2 is exceeded by the cases (6), (10), (31), (35), (56), (65), (86) and (91) 
but only in the case (99) quantum-mechanical ratio 92 
see items (51), (78) and (100) in Table 1 and Table 2 .
They have found respectively the following quantum-mechanical ratios for the transition probabilities:
3.55, 3.4 and 3.2.
The experimental ratios of the intensities were found equal to [16] 2.6, 2.5 and 2.0;
see also [11] . The data of the present theory are [see e.g. 
so they are closer to the experimental data in (37) than the data given in (36).
Lifetime of the Excited States
The intensity p q I − of the electron transition from a state p to a lower state q of the hydrogen atom is coupled with the quanta of energy 
The term p q a − plays the role of transition probability from p to q; see e.g. [10] .
Evidently on the basis of (39) we have 1 . Table 3 . A comparison of the results of the present Table with the ratios of quantum-mechanical transition probabilities is done in Table 2 .
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(50) 4 2.16 1.84 Table 2 . Quantum-mechanical ratios of transition probabilities between the pairs of quantum levels (see [11] ) compared with the intensity ratios calculated in Table 1 .
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etc. In the last steps of (46)-(46b) we applied the partition of the transition times into their component intervals similar to those applied in Section 3.
In general the lifetime of state p is In considering the transition times of electrons in the hydrogen-like atom a situation when the electron is moving in the field of the nucleus having the charge Ze where 1 Z > seems to be of interest. In particular the change with Z of the intervals E ∆ and t ∆ between the nearest quantum states in the system is worth to be considered. For 1 Z = we demonstrated (see [6] [7] ) that for such pairs of states the intervals of energy and time satisfy the relation .
E t h ∆ ∆ =
In fact both E ∆ and t ∆ depend on Z. First we have that
where
Equation (59) together with (68) implies that
which is in accordance with the well-known result; see e.g. [13] . On the other hand
This implies that
which is the result given in (66). In effect because of (65)
so the Formula (57) remains unchanged upon the change of Z. But the result of (73) has an important consequence concerning the emission intensity which is ( )
so we obtain that the intensity of transitions in the hydrogen-like system having 1 Z > is approximately 4 Z times larger than intensity of similar transitions obtained in the hydrogen atom having 1 Z = . An experimental verification of this result seems to be a not too difficult task.
Summary and Discussion
In the paper a semiclassical approach to the transition intensities between p and s quantum levels of the hydrogen atom is compared with the quantum-mechanical transition probabilities for the same pairs of levels. An evident convergence between the sets of the data calculated by the both methods is obtained.
The present method is fully a non-probabilistic one. This is so because the idea of probability became unnecessary to apply as far as we do not ask when (or why) the system is going to change. In fact we look for a definite change of the occupation of quantum states in the system and the energy connected with it. In this case there is no uncertainty, or search, in the system to obtain the interval of time necessary for transition. Formally the changes of the quanta of energy and time remain on an equal footing. A difference-especially evident in the case of the hydrogen atom-is mainly connected with the computational practice: The quanta of energy are easy to calculate (with the aid of the fundamental constants of nature taken into account), but we are unable to do the same thing with the intervals of time. In effect first the intervals of energy have to be obtained, next they serve us as a background for calculating the intervals of time.
Once the system "decides" to change its definite population into another one, the time necessary to perform the transition process is defined-together with the energy change connected with transition-by the complementary relation (3), or a superposition of (3). A single (3) is adequate for an emissive transition between two neighbouring energy levels. On the other hand, if for some (unknown) reasons, the atom "decides" to choose the energy change (emission) corresponding to a larger distance between the levels than described by a single Formula (3), the transition time should necessarily fit to this requirement. In this case the individual formulae (3) serve also to calculate the components of the whole time interval necessary for transition; see formulae (26) and (27) .
Computationally this makes the semiclassical approach much more simple than the quantum-mechanical one.
For example we readily obtain that the ratio of the intensities ( ) 1 n p ns + − transition should be larger than the intensity of ( ) ( ) 2 1 n p n s + − + transition for any n. This is so because the ratio of the intensity of the first kind of transitions to the intensity of the second kind transitions is given by ( ) ( ) and we have (see Table 3 ) that
For a reason similar to (77) the intensity of ( ) 2 n p ns + − should be larger than intensity ( ) ( )
This is so because the ratio of these intensities is given by 
